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By the time this Newsletter reaches your doorstep, the fate of
Beechgrove, and by implication Sydenham Hill Wood, may well have
been decided - in the mind of the public inquiry inspector at least. We
shall not know his decision for several months. But whether he backs the
Dulwich Estates Governors or the people of Dulwich - that, sadly, is how
the issue has crystallized - it will not be the end of the story. The dust
may settle: whether it is permanently laid to rest will depend crucially
upon the attitudes of the Governors over the coming months and years.
The Governors must appreciate that their actions in proposing
housing in Beechgrove, and forcing the wood to its third public inquiry in
almost as many years, is not merely a source of anger and resentment
amongst the vast majority of local people. It is a source, for many, of
genuine bewilderment. Why, they ask, should a body which was once
conceived, albeit vaguely, to be doing a "good job" for the environment
and amenities of Dulwich suddenly be cast in the role of rapacious
landlord, exploiting its assets with apparently scant regard for the local
community? Why have they changed? What has gone wrong?
One much-cited explanation is that the Governors are an impossible
hybrid. On the one hand they have a legal duty as a charity - to promote
education and provide money for their beneficiaries. On the other, as
operators of the scheme of management, they have a duty to maintain
the amenities of the estate for the common benefit.
Charity trustees have a legal obligation to act "solely in the interests
of the charity and its beneficiaries" - indeed the Charity Commission
cautions charities, when selling land, to anticipate opposition, notably
from the community. Yet at the same time the management scheme
obliges them, in effect, to act for the benefit of that community. The
system of dual responsibility, it is said, is fundamentally flawed. Not
surprisingly, the Governors have failed to square the circle.
This explains much but not everything. Because it is at bottom a
lawyer's explanation, it misses the intangible but crucial elements of
attitude, practice and ethos - all those things that make an organisation
tick. At the moment, they are ticking out of time.
Quite clearly, for instance, charities are allowed great flexibility in
how they interpret their obligations. Does charity law mean that the
Governors must sell off all their landholdings at the highest price? Did it
prevent them ceding Bell Meadow to the public? The answers to both
questions highlight the absurdity of needle-sharp concentration on one
aspect of the law. Much play has been made of the Charity Commission's
attitude - it was even hinted at this year's public meeting that they had
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warned the Governors about laxity over Beechgrove. Such was not the
case and is never likely to be. We live in the real world and the real
world, for the Governors, means a large element of choice about how they
run the estate - their choice.
There is a simple illustration. The Governors' charitable objectives
are listed at the Charity Commission as the supply of "practical, liberal
and religious education for boys and girls by means of schools and
otherwise in or near London". Their educational remit is extended,
rightly, to support of the Dulwich Picture Gallery. But if art is education,
what about nature? What better outdoor study area for the environment
than Sydenham Hill Wood - a priceless educational asset available to all
young people in south London as well as to the children at Dulwich
schools already supported by the Governors?
The conclusion that must be drawn is that the Governors could
choose to see their duties in this light, because the choice is theirs. They
could choose to acknowledge that Beechgrove forms part of an ancient
woodland which is an unique local asset, educationally and in many
other ways. But they choose otherwise. Why?
The answer must lie, fundamentally, in their constitution. They are a
closed institution and like many closed institutions they have lost touch
with the world they serve. Closed institutions tend, as the disasters of
history illustrate, to be secretive, high-handed, inefficient, arrogant,
unrepresentative, self-perpetuating to the point of sterility and
vulnerable to coups or takeovers by narrow ideologies. On many of these
points the Estates Governors score depressingly well. This would not
matter so much if they were the management committee of a golf club.
Unfortunately, the Governors are rich and powerful and possess the
potential to do much local damage.
The answer lies in reform, on two fronts. On the first front,
constitutional, the Dulwich Society has been working with other local
amenity societies to secure better channels of communication, more
representation, more information and openness - things that most of us
take for granted nowadays but which the Governors, or their
representatives, still appear to regard as insurrectionary. On the second
front, reform of attitudes, there is little we can do. It is up to the
Governors to ask themselves whether they are happy with the way
things are and, if not, whether they are capable of changing. We must
hope their answer to both questions is the right one.

Beechgrove Protest • A campaign of opposition to the Estates
Governors' proposal for outline housing permission in Beechgrove, part of
Sydenham Hill Wood, preceded the three-day public inquiry last month
into Southwark council's rejection of the application. The campaign, in
which the society, notably Nigel Farren, chairman of the publicity subcommittee, took a leading role, included public meetings, leafleting,
letters of objection and a petition aimed at gathering 4-5,000 signatures.
South London MPs including Gerald Bowden and Kate Hoey, herself a
governor, have supported the campaign: Mr Bowden, MP for Dulwich,
called the proposal to build on Beechgrove an "act of twentieth century
vandalism". According to the London Ecology Unit, the woodland is
irreplaceable, a part of the Great North wood that once covered much of
south London. It also occupies, as an article in this Newsletter makes
clear, a small niche in garden history. The Estates Governors, however,
argue that Beechgrove is already a housing site, since Victorian villas
once existed there, and say they are obliged as a charity to develop it.
SYDENHAM HILL WOOD

Nature trail and housing sites

CRESCENT WOOD ROAD

Societies Appeal • The society has joined with seven others in a letter
of protest to the Estates ('Jf()vemors over their proposal to build on part of
Sydenham Hill Wood. Copies were sent to all the governors, individually,
to local MPs and to schools which are beneficiaries of the estate charity.
The letter refers to the handing-over of Bell Meadow, the grass area
alongside Gipsy Hill, which is regarded as an important precedent. It
reads: "We, the undersigned representatives of the local amenity
societies, appeal to you, as an Estates Governor, to support our efforts to
prevent the development of the Beechgrove site on Sydenham Hill. You
will, we are sure, be aware of the continuing deep local concern at this
possibility and the strength of public feeling against it, demonstrated
over the years by local action in many various ways of which this letter is
an example.
"The reasons for this strength of feeling are plain. The woods
represent an almost miraculously preserved piece of what feels like
genuine countryside surviving in an inner suburb of London; it is a
sanctuary for wildlife both of flora and fauna; it provides an unrivaled
educational facility and has an immense recreational potential. Should
building take place there, the wildlife will desert and many trees and
much undergrowth will die on the site with a detrimental effect
extending to the present nature reserve situated in the land below and
around it."
"Central to the case we are presenting is the fact that in 1978, in
celebration of the Queen's Jubilee, the Estates Governors of the day
made over Bell Meadow as a gift to the people of Southwark 'in
perpetuity as an informal open space for the enjoyment and pleasure of
all." We acknowledge this as having been a magnanimous and
disinterested gesture by your predecessors, authorised by the Charity
Commissioners, which gives us hope that it might be paralleled today in
a no less deserving cause.
"We would ask you to consider acting in a similar way in respect of
Beechgrove in order that it might be absorbed into the surrounding
Sydenham Hill Woods nature reserve to be administered by the London
Wildlife Trust."
The letter was signed by two executive members of each of the
following:
The Dulwich Society, The Sydenham Society, The Dulwich Residents'
Association, The Dulwich Village Preservation Society, The Norwood
Society, The Herne Hill Society, The Peckham Society, The Streatham
Society.

Governors' Defence • Mr Marshall Field, chairman of the Estates
Governors, defended the Governors' planning application for housing on
Beechgrove at a lunch for amenity society representatives and charity
beneficiaries this summer. His remarks came during the week in which
the Governors decided by an "overwhelming majority" to proceed with
the appeal. Mr Field said he wanted to make three observations. "First,
the development in question is on land that was built on in the midnineteenth century, was still used residentially into the 1980s, and is
scheduled for residential use. There is not, and never was, any question
of building into the wooded part of the grounds - indeed the plan is to use
only the upper part of the site for the new houses and their gardens and
to incorporate all the wooded part into the adjoining woods. We felt, and
still feel, this to be a thoroughly sensible way of re-using the site with
benefits to all parties.
"Second, as I have mentioned before, we are duty bound to operate by
the terms of the charity we administer. There is a great difference
between acting charitably and administering a charity. It has been
suggested that we might make a gift of the site to the people of
Southwark, but that course is just not within our powers. Being
scheduled for residential use the site has value and we may not dispose
of it for less than its value. I suggest further that the beneficiaries
themselves would be in breach of their own rules if they were to urge us
to make such a gift.
"Third, although the area has been wooded for many years, the woods
are not ancient as has been suggested in some reports. It may always
have been woodland, but over a long period there was a practice of felling
trees on a systematic basis for building materials and for fuel. In Edward
Alleyn's day (and by his direction) and until the nineteenth century they
were in fact not amenity woods but were working woods intended to
provide an income for the beneficiaries. And that, no doubt, explains why
there are no really old trees there".
Estates Cost • Beneficiaries of the Dulwich Estates Governors, chiefly
local independent schools, received 41 per cent of the governors' income
of £2.2 million in 1988, according to the accounts filed with the Charity
Commissioners. Management expenditure accounted for a fifth £426,000 - of income. Of the £2.2 million income, £911,000 was left for
distribution to Dulwich College, James Allen's Girls School, Alleyn's
School, Dulwich Picture Gallery, The Central Foundation Schools of
London and St Olave's and St Saviour's Grammar School Foundation.

The value of the estate was put in the 1988 accounts at over £34 million,
although this figure was based on a market valuation of shares and
investments - over £23 million worth - before the recent rise in the Stock
Market.
Professor Peer • Dulwich is now represented - by name - in the House
of Lords and the society offers its congratulations to Professor Ian McColl
who was made a life peer in the Birthday Honours list this year. He has
taken the title of Professor Lord McColl ofDulwich, ofBermondsey in the
borough of Southwark. Lord McColl, who lives in Gilkes Crescent behind
the village, has been professor of surgery for 13 years at Guy's Hospital,
and also head of the surgery directorate there. With his knowledge and
experience he has been closely involved in discussions on possible
reforms within the National Health Service. In the House of Lords, it is
his intention to champion the cause of the disabled. He has been a
member of the society for a number of years.
Fountain Praise • The society's role in the restoration of Dr Webster's
memorial fountain in Dulwich Village is cited as a model in the Civic
Trust's new booklet, Amenity In Action, a handbook of community
initiatives. The memorial to the "patriarch ofDulwich" was reinstated in
1977 as part of Silver Jubilee year at the society's instigation. It now
serves as a village focal point, says the booklet, which lists over 200
projects completed between 1970 and 1988. The trust is currently
promoting the Community Pride Awards, sponsored by British Telecom,
aimed at galvanising Britain's network of 1,000 amenity societies into
action to improve the local environment. The closing date for entries is
October 31.

Toll Bicentenary • The Dulwich toll gate in College Road, which boasts
Queen Victoria and King Edward VII among its users, is 200 years old.
Celebrations were being planned for September. Bill de Baerdemaecker,
secretary of the society's local history sub-committee planned to herd 20
sheep through the gate as part of the festivities. Coster carts from a local
riding stable were also due to parade through the gate. The toll gate is
the only one in London still in operation. Its users include Queen
Victoria, who passed through it, free of charge, on her way to open
Crystal Palace in 1852. Edward VII, however, did not share his mother's
preferential treatment. He is said to have passed through the toll under
disguise. The keeper refused to believe he was the king and made him
pay. The original tariff board still stands, setting out the price of passage
at the start of the century. To pass the gate nowadays costs a car 20
pence and a van £1. Revenue from the gate, more than £15,000 a year,
goes to the Dulwich Estate.
Freehold Charge • The quinquennial charge for freehold residents on
the college estate, due to be levied in 1991 by the Estates Governors
under the scheme of management, will be assessed, as before, on the
basis of rateable values, despite the introduction of the poll tax next
spring. The charge as levied in 1986 will serve as a yardstick for new
members and a reminder for old members. A rate per pound of rateable
value was taken as the basis for the charge. In 1986, that rate was
14.45p. A freeholder whose (putative) rateable value stood at £500 would
have been charged £72.25 (500 x 14.45p) to cover his or her contribution
towards management costs incurred by the Governors for the upkeep of
the estate over the five-year period from 1981. Following the abolition of
rateable values, the Governors will have five years in which to decide
upon the most satisfactory basis to be used for the charge in 1996 and
thereafter.
Bed Hops • A small group carried the Dulwich Players' flag to three
amateur drama festivals held in late spring in the London area. Under
the direction of Ruth Franklin, Ian Rutter and Jennie Gammon played
the husband and wife, and Wilfrid Taylor the milkman, in Harold
Pinter's enigmatic one-act play The Lover: they last appeared together in
The Beaux' Stratagem. In South Norwood, the group won the British
Theatre Association's Edridge Cup for a community theatre festival. In
Southgate, north London, their effort was highly commended. In
Havering-Atte-Bower, in Essex, they came second overall for the Ford

Cup: Ian Rutter won the Florence Hurst Trophy for best actor and Jennie
Gammon the Echo Rosebowl for best actress. Stage presentation gained a
highly commended. The whims of adjudicators vary widely. At Southgate
the group was berated for not providing the double-bed called for in a full
stage production. At Havering, it was (effusively) congratulated for
having solved the problem of the double-bed by the simple expedient of
using the lightweight, flexible top of a sofa-bed to double-up as settee and
bed. This was considered an eminently suitable answer for a group
travelling more than 30 miles to and from a venue they visited twice first, for an initial performance early in the week's programme; then, at
the end of the week, to perform for final adjudication of the festival's best
offerings.
Ian Rutter was due to appear in the Players' next production in
October: it is hoped Jennie Gammon will be appearing again next year.
Sheikh Shake-Up • A property-developer sheikh has been allowed to
pull down the back, sides and roof of a listed Georgian house while his
next-door neighbour has been in trouble for moving his goldfish pond,
writes Jane Furnival. Neighbours in Dulwich Village fear that Kuwaiti
Sheikh Fahad "Freddy" Al-Sabah is wrecking the rare Georgian house at
No 97. A key feature is a new 70 x 40 foot "throne room" pavilion in the
garden, blocking their light (see illustration). Mrs Kate Whiteman, a
neighbour, said: "They have wrecked a Georgian house using new yellow
bricks, not even old London stock. Now they have sacked the builders
and begun again." The Estates Governors have sanctioned the work but
have accorded different treatment to the president of the Dulwich Village
Preservation Society, Professor Peter Whiteman, who lives next door.
When he moved his back garden pond three feet to the left without
asking the governors, they sent him a letter accusing him of "highhanded behaviour".
Work began on gutting the interior of Sheikh al-Sabah's Grade II
listed house last autumn. A giant conservatory is being added and a 70ft
pavilion housing a swimming pool is under construction in the garden. A
strong room, a gymnasium and a laundry room are planned. Professor
Whiteman said: "We don't understand why the authorities are so willing
to allow exactly what these people want". Mr Paul Calvocoressi of
English Heritage said : "We are keeping an eye on this one, but we only
have three officers for south London. If we kept all the plans, we would
have a pile up to the ceiling. Perhaps the work is more extensive than it
needs to be, but with wealthy clients, they want the building in perfect

condition. They won't accept the idiosyncrasies of history. When you're
recreating a modern facade, you should use modern bricks. It's a
conjectural restoration of something that wasn't there before - the way
we think the house could have looked." Mr Calvocoressi denied they
were treating the Sheikh differently from other people. "The house was
rebuilt after the last war anyway", he said. "I expect the sheikh wants
something more grandiose and pretentious in the Hollywood-Georgian
style instead of the post-war utilitarian look the house had before."
Mr John Wylie, secretary to the Estates Governors, said: "This whole
thing is complicated by the personalities. Professor Whiteman carried
out considerable unauthorised works in his back garden. I won't discuss
what they were." Southwark council says the amount of work involved is
abnormal but the result should be an improvement.
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Palace Changes • Detailed plans for a subway winebar have been
submitted as part of the redevelopment of Crystal Palace park. Other
alterations in hand include terrace restoration, a new ramblers' trail,
cafeteria improvements and a large new landscaped area with an
impressive bedding display. Building work on the proposed hotel and
leisure centre may start later this year. The Norwood Society is pressing
for a viewing platform looking towards London. Al Houda and Holiday
Inns, the developers, have submitted a detailed planning application to
Bromley Council for a winebar. The proposals will provide an hotel with
health club, multi-screen cinema and dining and bar facilities. The
scheme includes a glazed central galleria, flanked by two wings
connecting the main health and leisure complex at each end of the
building. This galleria will form the main pedestrian access to the park
and contain shops. The subway will become a winebar. Some 850 car
parking spaces will be provided with about 5.5 acres of landscaped
gardens open to the public.
Schemes proceeding in the park include restoration of the terraces, a
new ramblers' trail and improvements to the cafeteria. The new
landscaped area on the corner of Anerley Hill and Crystal Palace Parade
will feature the biggest bedding display in Bromley. Properties on the
odd numbered side of Crystal Palace Station Road are being demolished
to enable the new access road to the sports centre to be built.
As a result of revised allocations from the Department of the
Environment, English Heritage plans to spend only £80,000 on restoring
the terraces this year. Poor drainage and waterlogging to the front
terrace will prevent further work until the drainage scheme, due to start
in 1990/91, has been completed. As Bromley council contributes 20
percent of the cost of this work, £14,000 of the £30,000 allocated in
1989/90 will be available for other work. The council is considering using
this money to restore the sphinx on the historic stairway. It is also
appointing a consultant to can)' out a study on the management and
marketing of the park, and hopes to set up a park users' group.
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Rail Holes • British Rail has announced plans to drill nine ventilation
shafts throughout Southwark as part of the Channel Tunnel project. BR
says the shafts are needed to reduce pressure caused by high speed
trains running underground. Local people are concerned about the
disruption the work will cause. Each shaft, measuring up to 10 metres
high and 1 7 metres across, will be drilled at half-mile intervals from
Bankside, in the north of the borough, to lvydale Road in the south.

Southwark council planners are furious that British Rail has not liaised
with Southwark about the scheme. The council says it has grave
reservations about all the sites. "We're concerned about the high number
of shafts, and the problems of carting away the spoil", a spokesman said.
Burgess Park, an oasis of green in a built up area, is planned for a vent,
and two major construction sites have also been confirmed, in Bankside
and Warwick Gardens. Those concerned about the plans should contact
Dick Monteith on 670 0569.
Garden Visits - A superb year for Dulwich gardens, aided by cutting
down on chemicals to encourage wildlife, has been reported by the
horticulture sub-committee. A representative writes: "In the lovely valley
of Dulwich it is hardly surprising to find a vast number of gardens
varying from the stately to a tiny plot or lovingly decorated patio.
Everywhere in the land garden centres flourish as the nation becomes
leisure-minded. This trend is reflected by a group of keen gardeners who
are members of the Dulwich Society. In 1989 we have had an
exceptionally dry spring and wonderful sunshine and the gardens have
been full of flowers. The tendency to cut out chemicals as much as
possible has encouraged the wildlife around us so that bumble bees,
honey bees and butterflies are again appearing in some numbers as we
all try to go green.
"This year the gardens open to members have been in wonderful
condition in spite of the lack of rain. Each owner seems to have quite
different ideas of layout and plants but the people who come are mostly
familiar and friendly faces whether they be knowledgeable plantsmen or
just like a spot of colour. It is restful to wander round the flowerbeds and
shrubs or sit with a cuppa or a glass of plonk and talk with one's friends.
We hope in 1990 to have many more keen gardeners join us." Invitations
to these gardens can be obtained by sending your name and address to:
Miss J Galer, 16 Lovelace Road, London SE21 8JX.
Post Watchdog · A Post Office watchdog group has been formed in the
SEl to SE28 postcode area. The south east London post office advisory
committee will regularly meet Post Office management in the area to
discuss the service. It will also take up individual problems with the
post. Anyone wishing to make their views known about post office
services should write to: Mrs B.M. Kogan, Secretary, South East London
Post Office Advisory Committee, PO Box 9, SE15 3HA.

National Show • Thirteen of the finest works from the Dulwich Picture
Gallery went on show at the National Gallery on July 10, on loan from
Dulwich Gallery while it was closed for the installation of airconditioning. Twelve of the paintings form a part of the Bourgeois
Bequest of some 370 works made to Dulwich College in 1811. In the late
eighteenth century Noel Desenfans, a French art dealer living in London,
was commissioned by King Stanislas Augustus of Poland to establish a
collection for a National Gallery in Warsaw but in 1 795 Poland was
partitioned, the king abdicated and Desenfans was left unrewarded. In
1 799 Desenfans published A Plan for Establishing a National Gallery
but the British Government was not enthusiastic. Desenfans died in
1807 and his heir Bourgeois sought a suitable home for the collection
where it could be viewed by the public; he decided on Dulwich College.
On the instruction of Bourgeois Sir John Soane was commissioned to
design the gallery which opened in 181 7, some seven years before the
National Gallery, thus making Dulwich the oldest public art gallery in
England.
The Bourgeois Bequest constitutes a collection in the grand taste of
the early nineteenth century. The strength of the collection lies in the
Dutch, Flemish and French schools represented in this selection by Girl
leaning on a Window-sill and A Young Man, perhaps the Artist's Son
Titus by Rembrandt; Emmanuel Philibert of Savoy and Lady Digby on
her Death-bed by Van Dyck; Rinaldo and Armida, The Triumph of David
and A Roman Road by Poussin and Les Plaisirs due Bal by Watteau. In
the original collection 1 7 paintings were attributed to Poussin who was
very popular and expensive at that time. Only seven are now accepted
but they still comprise one of the most important existing groups of work
by this artist. The Flower Girl by Murillo, his most celebrated depiction
of a single female figure, was seen with Two Peasant Boys and the
companion canvas Two Peasant Boys and a Negro. The Linley sisters is
one of a group of Gainsborough portraits given to the gallery by the
Linley family in 1835. This portrait of Mrs Sheridan and her sister is one
of the gallery's best loved paintings and reflects another aspect of the
Dulwich collection - its wealth of theatrical portraiture.
The paintings were on show in the Board Room of the National
Gallery from 10 July until 3 September. On September 16 Dulwich
Picture Gallery held an open day without any admission charge. The
programme included free guided tours for adults and children,
promenade music, and fun competitions. Artists in residence displayed
their skills and answered questions. Rayward Brothers, a local

Southwark company and Gold corporate friends of the gallery, sponsored
the event. Raywards are suppliers of office binding and filing equipment
in the north of the borough.
Wildlife Garden • The London Wildlife Trust this summer opened a
wildlife garden centre at Marsden Road in Peckham. What is described as
an "unique project" includes a tree and wildflower nursery, along with
demonstration plots to show how wildlife gardening can have its place in
the smallest city garden, even a window box. Dawn Eckhart, of the
London Wildlife Trust, said: "We hope that the project will become a busy
educational and community resource, providing inspiration about wildlife
gardening to visitors, as well as being a source of income for LWT." The
centre will supply LWT with native wildflowers and trees for its other
reserves. The project was supported by WWF-UK, Lloyds Bank, North
Peckham task force and Southwark Facelift programme.
Parisian Pomp • Peckham may shortly have a new complex of shops,
offices and leisure facilities. The Peckham Pomp, inspired by the Paris
Pompidou Centre, is the brainchild of architect Ian Pollard. Flaxyard, his
company, is backing the proposal. Pollard is well-known for the Marco
Polo building in Battersea and the Egyptian-inspired Sainsbury
superstore in Warwick Road. He has chosen a rundown area behind
Peckham High Street as the site for his venture. Southwark council has
approved the plan. The Peckham Pomp will be built of glass with
escalators running outside and through the middle of the building. It will
include six floors of shops, cinemas, offices, dance studios and an arts
centre as well as space for community and training projects, a creche and
parking space for 300 cars.
Gallery Ballet • The Royal Ballet visited Dulwich Picture Gallery in
June as part of the gallery education department's series of concerts for
ILEA schoolchildren. The visit was organised by the Royal Opera House's
Westminster Hamlyn Outreach programme. Pupils from four south
London schools watched dancers "warm up" under the instruction of
assistant ballet master, Oliver Symons. They saw the progression of
exercises from barre work to jumps and lifts. This was followed by two or
three extracts from The Royal Ballet's popular classical repertoire. After
the performance the children made drawings based on the experience.
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A selection of these drawings was due to be used to illustrate the
programme for the Westminster Hamlyn Week at the Royal Opera House
in October.
Earlier this summer, the Duchess of York visited the gallery and took
part in an education session, led by Diana Schomberg, with children
from the Bromley Hall School for the physically disabled. The children,
regular participants in the gallery's education progammes, learnt how
artists 300 years ago niade their own paints from a variety of pigments
including beetles, mummified hands and cows' urine! The education
course is sponsored by Marks and Spencer. Afterwards the Duchess
attended a small luncheon party with a number of arts benefactors with
an interest in the gallery's conservation programme.

by Alastair Hanton
Dulwich is infected with too much traffic and the threat of more of it. The
society's traffic and transport sub-committee is working to reduce the
intrusion of traffic and to press for better public transport. A sub-group, called
South Circular Alert, has been working against the threat of widening the
South Circular or building relief roads for it. We have had four meetings with
the Government's consultants, Travers Morgan, and have also held
discussions with the Department of Transport, British Rail and London
Regional Transport. We have collaborated with Southwark council in
opposing road building and working with other groups with similar aims,
such as ALARM (All London Against the Road Menace), Southwark Cyclists
and neighbouring amenity societies.
Travers Morgan are studying for the Government alternative ways of
solving the problems of the South Circular corridor. We have impressed on
them that more road building would sever the Dulwich area and community,
and would encourage more traffic to come into the area. Our solution is to
improve public transport, particularly by instituting a metro-frequency
orbital rail service on the South London Line and orbital bus routes between
'Tulse Hill and Forest Hill. We also advocate policies of restraint of traffic in
central London - the destination of much of the traffic that plagues us.
We believe that, if roads could be made safer, more people would cycle and
walk instead of driving. This applies especially to journeys to the many
schools in Dulwich and we are in touch with schools over projects for safer
routes to school.
As part of the campaign we have participated in radio discussions, public
meetings, protest marches and demonstrations. Our MP, Gerald Bowden, has
helped us by writing to the Secretary of State for Transport and by calling a
press conference at the House of Commons. All this activity has been
reflected in press coverage and seems to have influenced official thinking.
The test of this will come in the autumn, when the consultants make their
recommendations and the Government decides between the options. We shall
be keeping up our pressure and welcome help from anyone living on or near
the South Circular.
The committee has also supported groups pressing for traffic calming in
other areas ofDulwich, particularly the Woodwarde Road area. This road and
nearby roads suffer badly from large volumes of fast rat-running traffic,
which has grown much worse since humps were installed in Court Lane.
Southwark council have been helpful in trying to find solutions which will not
worsen conditions in other roads. All of us want quick action as it is obvious
that there is an accident waiting to happen. Anyone who wants more
information or would like to join us is warmly invited to telephone me on 693
2618.
Alastair Hanton is chairman of the traffic and transport sub-committee.
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Many intriguing Victorian garden features survive in Sydenham Hill
Wood. At the request of local wood users, the garden historians Dr Brent
Elliot and Sally Feating compiled a preliminary report on the wood
which is published for the first time below and calls for action to protect
the wood's well-known Gothic folly.
Sydenham Hill Wood encompasses the remains of several villa
gardens of the latter half of the nineteenth century. Their boundaries can
still be distinguished, for instance, by the presence of rhododendron
stands, which once served as boundary plantings to conceal fences and as
backdrops to ornamental gardening. The boundaries can be picked out
quite precisely on the 1971 Dulwich Society tree survey. At different
points within the wood features of interest - for example a surviving
orchard - retain their individual identities, which should not be lost in
the course of woodland management.
Of particular importance is the garden adjoining Beechgrove:
Fernbank or Fairwood (the evidence is so far contradictory). Fernbank
was the home of Henry Baily, who was living there from the 1870s to the
1890s at least. It was by no means the largest garden of the six, but it
contained as its principal feature a sham ruin in artificial stone, still
existing today (although suffering severely from the depredations of
vandals) and known as the "Gothic folly".
The designer of the folly can be named with reasonable confidence. It
is composed of an artificial stone which corresponds to what was known
in the nineteenth century as Pulhamite, the product of James Pulham
and Son of Broxbourne, Hertfordshire. The elder James Pulham, who
died in 1838, was one of the pioneers of Portland cement; after his death,
his son James (1820-1898) built up a business constructing artificial
rockworks using his father's formula. Masses of brick and clinker would
be piled together and the cement poured over them, to be moulded into
the shape of boulders, usually grouped to suggest realistic strata or
outcrops.
On one occasion, at Lockinge Park, their work was so successful that
it deceived the naturalist Roderick Murchison into thinking it was
composed of the local sandstone. Among the parks and country houses
for which Pulham created artificial-stone rockworks are Battersea Park,
St James's Park, Buckingham Palace, Sandringham, and St Stephen's
Green in Dublin. By the 1870s his firm had a branch at Loughborough
Junction, and was carrying out several projects in south London, the best
known of which lay in the now vanished garden of Sir Henry Bessemer
at Denma,·k Hill.
The only published list of Fulham's rockworks was contained in a
pamphlet issued in 1876/77, and the firm's records were destroyed in the
second world war. Neither Fernbank nor Fairwood appears in that list.

However, the composition of the structure immediately suggests Pulham,
and the leading Pulham researcher, Sally Fasting, has confirmed the
identification on the basis of a decorative feature shared with their
bridge at Buckingham Palace.
Since the firm's reputation was based on geologically accurate
rockworks, the appearance of a Gothic folly seems unusual, but it was far
from the only such commission the firm undertook. The demand for
sham ruins, which had been attacked in the early Victorian period, was
returning in the 1870s, and Pulham and Son carried out various projects
of this sort, their most famous being the now demolished fairy cave at
the Brighton Aquarium.
The folly, then, is a surviving rockwork by a once eminent firm of
designers, and in a mode (the sham ruin) otherwise almost
unrepresented in the known surviving examples of their work. It is
unique in Southwark, but its importance is of much more than local
~nterest: unlike the other surviving examples of their work so far known,
it was made for a small suburban villa garden. Other examples may
survive elsewhere, but this is the first to come to notice.
There is an opportunity here that should not be lost: to research
carefully, and to restore, an important garden feature from a Victorian
suburban villa. Such a study would contribute notably to local history
and to garden history on a wider scale.
Above all, the folly should be carefully restored, before the ravages of
vandals get even worse, and its immediate site should be investigated
thoroughly to establish its context. The Ordnance Survey map of the
garden shows an open, treeless area in the approximate location of the
folly. It is accompanied by other specimens of Pulham rockworks: there is
a series of shallow steps which, it seems likely, was intended as a watercourse. Scattered outcrops of stonework, both on the level area above the
~te~s and in the form of a channel extending north from its base, may
mdicate the boundaries of a water feature. This is a hypothesis which
could be confirmed or refuted by investigation of the site.
It should be possible to restore the complex ofrockworks to something
closer to its original condition. The lesser rockworks would have been
suitably planted. Pulham recommended William Robinson's Alpine
Flowers.for Gardens as a textbook for planting his rockworks, so a
replantmg scheme could be carried out with some confidence. In
addition, if the rockworks are to be preserved, it would be desirable for as
muc~ as possible of the surviving tree and shrub planting - not to
mention the open space - in their immediate vicinity to be preserved to
provide a context for them. There is a well-defined rhododendron stand
to the south of the folly area, probably part of the boundary plantation of

Fernbank or the adjacent garden. At least until investigations of the site
can be carried out, this should be exempted from clearance, and other
groups of exotics clearly within the folly area should be retained where
possible. This retention of exotics would not conflict with the London
Wildlife Trust's stated aims in their draft management plan of February
1985, which advocates the retention of rhododendron in "less sensitive"
areas.
The goal I would suggest is the preservation of the folly and its
curtilage as a distinct entity within the wood. The extent of this area
would have to depend on better investigation of the site, but even so, it
would occupy such a small proportion of the total woodland that its
segregation would not have a deleterious effect on the other
compartments. It would also create a feature of both local and wider
historical interest.

by Stella Benwell
Sixty people walked round Dulwich Wood on a lovely evening in July led
by Dr Sue Swales from the London Ecology Unit and David Solman, the
new conservation officer for Southwark. Both gave us an enormous
amount of information, particularly about the chemistry of many of the
plants and their medicinal uses, ancient and modern. The accompanying
list illustrates the many plants and trees which we saw, many of them
indicating ancient woodland.
It was pointed out that such woodland represents a deep rooted
ecosystem which should not be tampered with. Excavation, felling of
trees and use of herbicides may all have unexpected results. We were
advised that frequent cutting of the Japanese Knotweed, which is an
alien species capable of taking over the wood, is the safest method of
control.

Plants of Dulwich Wood - E 1. Bramble E 2. Bracken E 3. Holly E
4. Hawthorn E 5. Ivy E 6. Wood avens E 7. Ash E 8. Sycamore E 9.
Creeping buttercup E 10. Norway maple E 11. Sessile Oak E 12.
Hornbeam E 13. Elderberry A 14. Stinging nettle A 15. Enchanters
nightshade A 16. Goosegrass A 17. Cherry laurel A 18. Wild
cherry/gean A 19. Lords & ladies/cuckoo pint A 20. Spotted laurel A
21. Dock/sorrel A 22. Wall lettuce A 23. Cow parsley G 24. Sallow G
25. Black bryony G 26. Rosebay willowherb G 27. Woody nightshade
G 28. Garlic mustard G 29. Hedge woundwort P 30. Bluebell P 31.
Wood sedge P 32. Wood meadow grass P 33. Hazel P 34.
Rowan/mountain ash P 35. Figwort P 36. Guelder rose P 37. Foxglove
LP 38. Beech LP 39. Copper beech LP 40. Japanese Knotweed LP 41.
Broadleaved willowherb LP 42. Yew LP 43. Silver Birch W 44.
Brooklime W 45. Great willowherb W 46. Aspen W 47. Yellow flag W
48. Small sweetgrass RE 49. Creeping softgrass R 50. Lesser
periwinkle R 51. Raspberry
Plant locations along the walk are : E = throughout, A = at start, G =
gravel interchange, P = first part of path down, LP = Lower path, W =
wetland, RE = Regeneration area, R = return path up. List compiled by
Susan Swales, London Ecology Unit and David Solman, Planning
Division, Southwark Council.

In the spring the Estates Governors laid hardcore on the paths which
had become almost impassable in places. More work is being done. We
have asked for motor-cycle proof gates at Cox Walk and Penge Lane and
some new signs stating that the wood is the property of the Estates
Governors, although open to the public, and should be treated as a
nature reserve.
Thanks to David Freeman it is wonderfully clear of litter now.
Perhaps walkers could take a bag with them and pick up any litter they
find. There have been two fires but mercifully they did not spread far.
After the walk four members of the trees sub-committee, armed with
shears and billhooks, spent a hot and prickly morning cutting down the
largest patch of Japanese Knotweed.
Our next project is a nature trail through the wood and we hope with
the Governors, permission and some expert help to establish one. This
would include not only plants and trees but the many birds and wildlife.
Stella Benwell is chairman of the trees sub-committee.

THE DULWICH SOCIETY OVER 25 YEARS
In the society's Silver Jubilee year, Peter Lawson, a founder and vicechairman until his retirement this year, looks back at its achievements.
This is a shortened version of a speech given at the annual dinner.
Looking back over 25 years, the event of the greatest significance in
the annals of the Dulwich Society is the unceasing battle that has been
fought for the last remnant of the Great North Wood which sits astride
the north face of Sydenham Hill and sweeps down to overlook Southwark
and the City and County of London. The Dulwich Society has had the
wood incorporated, together with the common, into the conservation
area.
The initial spark which brought about the birth of the society, under
its first chairman, Alan Mason, came when the Estates Governors made
their first planning application for Wates housing to be built in
Peckarmans Wood fronting Crescent Wood Road. It was immediately
appreciated by many interested in the environment that the woods had
no protection, since the land was designated under the 194 7 Town and
Country Planning Act as residential.
The ploy in the development of Peckarmans Wood, Crescent Road,
was to build and sell the front blocks, then build and sell the blocks
adjacent to the Dul wich Estate wood and finally to remove the
intermediate remaining woodland for further housing. As soon as the
contractors were on site the boundaries were carefully checked by the
society and found to be impinging further on Dulwich Wood than the
approved plan. This was corrected by the surveyors. Later came schemes
for a tower block in the Dulwich Wood area and a "Crescent Wood Road
Estate". These schemes have been resisted by the society because of the
importance of the woodland to the amenity and heritage of south London.
Lapse Wood, a Victorian property next to Cox's Walk, was leased to
the borough council, which applied for a housing estate development
after the demolition of the dilapidated house. This was opposed, taken to
a public hearing and rejected by the inspector.
The battle to retain the woodland in the original grounds of
Beechgrove is still being pursued. The preparation of a detailed survey of
the trees and shrubs played a great part in the planning submission
against development and won a silver medal for John Westwood.
Further along Sydenham Hill, the "rediscovery'' and opening-up of
the vaulted pedestrian subway from the original station into the Crystal
Palace was successfully implemented together with the Norwood Society.
The Victorians had achieved this exceptional standard of brickwork by
importing skilled craftsmen from Siena.
The adjacent Farquhar Road woodland was a remnant of the
Sydenham Hill "great wood" and similarly threatened with housing. The

efforts of the Farquhar Road residents, together with the society, enabled
the woods to be taken over by the Ecological Parks Trust, now the Trust
for Urban Ecology, which has developed it into a nature reserve.
Down the hill of Dulwich Wood Park to the Gipsy Road roundabout a
watching eye has been kept on the developments facing Bell Mead;w
which has passed from the estate to Southwark council. The gardens of
the large Victorian houses between Alleyn Park and Alleyn Road began
to be turned into small residential estates. If uncontrolled, this would
materially change the outstanding character of the area. The society has
resisted this. A proposal to move the toll gate northwards towards
Dulwich Common, possibly to include Huntslip Road, has also been
strenuously resisted.
In the village, many schemes were discussed with the authorities,
after numerous accidents at the junction in front of the Old College,
chapel and estate office. The present roundabout appears simple and
straightforward, but it was only achieved by consirlPrable effort. It
should also be noted that the fountain memorial to D1 \\'ebster, whosP
grandson practises at Beckenham, was jointly renovated by the society
and Southwark council.
Similarly there were protracted negotiations to obtain the road island
opposite the post office, since the layout contravened traffic regulations
for an island. It was achieved through the excavation in the middle of the
road being extended over a considerable period and a "temporary" island
being erected. Theoretically the island is still illegal.
Traffic problems have included investigations into the dangers from
speeding. From the early days of the society, speeding along Court Lane
has been a continuous source of correspondence, as has the use of
Dulwich Park as a short cut from the South Circular. "Sleeping
policemen" have been built in Dulwich Park and the gates to Dulwich
Common permanently closed. The construction of "sleeping policemen" in
Court Lane has been a traffic improvement for the residents.
Another village traffic problem which has taxed the society over two
decades is the burial ground - Hamlet school road junction. Despite many
mee~ings, no satisfactory scheme has yet been achieved although the
realignment of Turney Road has simplified the traffic flow.
Unfortunately, the police view Redpost Hill to Dulwich Common as a
main London artery and want to see rush-hour traffic quickly moved.
The Crown and Greyhound public house has for many years attracted
motorists from a wide area, leading to problems of parking and noise at
closing time. The brewery, with the support of the estate, has
endeavoured to develop the rear of the property by extending the garden
providing car parking and using outhouses for additional service. On~
scheme was successfully resisted several years ago, but a new project is

under way and will need a considerable effort to resist. A proposal which
will cause great consternation when it is revealed by the Estate
Governors is the redevelopment of the village wood yard and nursery,
which is designated "light industrial".
Dulwich Common has played a considerable role in the society's work.
Hambledon House was a sad case of neglect by the hospital board and
the present development came after previous designs were rejected.
There was a successful resistance to the proposed development of Grove
House.
The wild life and history sub-committees, apart from acquainting
members with Dulwich past and present, have supported the planning
sub-committee on submissions against unsatisfactory developments. A
most notable success by the history sub-committee, with the support and
co-operation of the borough engineer, was the re-establishment of the
missing finger posts around Dulwich. Unfortunately, it has not been
possible to keep pace with the spate of vandalism and they are either in
disrepair or missing.
The Dulwich Society can claim all credit for the management scheme,
which was prepared in the first instance by the legal sub-committee.
Outside Dulwich, the society has played a major role in supporting
the Southwark conservation advisory committee. This has involved
continuous appraisal of developments in many conservation areas
stretching from Deptford to Lambeth as well as forming new
conservation areas, listing buildings and achieving "highlights" like the
opening up of Southwark Cathedral to the river.
The society is a purely voluntary organisation and its strength has
come from the many skilled members who have been willing to dedicate
themselves to preserving and making all aspects of the environment
better for those who will follow us.

by Martin Heath
It is very easy to like Brian Mist. He has a tremendous and catching
enthusiasm, and it is to this that we are indebted to the creation of
impressive wildlife sites in the eastern section ofBattersea Park.
On the evening of Thursday June 22 members of the society were
treated to a conducted tour of these sites, with the advantage of clement
weather. From the Rosary Gate, the party moved off along the side of the
park flanking the Queenstown Road. Here, at the instigation of the
forceful Mr Mist, Wandsworth council has been persuaded to fence off a
sliver of about two and a half acres. The existing trees have been
augmented by saplings that include oaks, silver birches, beeches and
yews. Wildflower seeds have been scattered to good effect, and a pond is
being created.

c;,d,r in Sprin,g
Mist's Pitch itself is an enclosed mound of one and a half acres, treecovered and topped by a central clearing. Some of the trees are of
considerable age - estimates of 80 to 90 years were offered - but the site
has in fact long been a dump area, not a wood as such. The present
character of the place owes much to the hard physical labour of the
eponymous Brian Mist, who began his voluntary work here in 1977.
There are now around 152 species of plants, 92 species of birds, 22
species e,f butterflies, nine species of dragonflies, and two species of frogs
and toad;;. The butterflies include the rarest species in southern
England. One cannot help but be impressed. Amongst the interesting
trees are the Huntingdon and Exeter elms, cultivors raised in these
counties in the 1 770s, and the specimens seen in the reserve are the
------------------------25------------------------

better part of a century old. From the grassy summit a path winds down
around the shady wooded slopes. The party was shown the spot where a
Ford Cortina lies interred! No one would have known without being told.
The visit did not end there. The tour took in the park's lakes where
herons and great crested grebes were watched through binoculars, and
there was much to hear about the practicalities of wildfowl management.
More uncommon trees were pointed out - the strawberry tree, Italian
alder and Kentucky coffee tree among them. In one tree there perched a
well camouflaged tawny owl, its presence betrayed by the angry cries of
great tits, coal tits and dunnocks - a fascinating spectacle.
It was a very worthwhile trip. Brian Mist's enthusiasm is indeed
catching and I for one left wanting to know a lot more.
Martin Heath is a Dulwich Society member.

Several rare woodland plants have been discovered since the Trust for
Urban Ecology took over the management of Dulwich Upper Wood. Below
Martin '.fickner, the warden, describes recent investigations and finds.
The complicated history of Dulwich Upper Wood has resulted in a
hotchpotch of natural and man-introduced flora. To understand why one
has to look at the historical influences.
First, before man learnt how to manage land, Britain was mainly
forested. South London was covered by natural woodland, the trees and
flowers having arrived of their own accord. This is known as the native
flora.
However, before records were kept on native flora, man altered its
composition. For hundreds of years man grew timber trees in this area as
"coppice with standards". The standards were trees which were allowed
to mature: wood from them made houses and ships. Oaks were greatly
favoured for this and became more common at the expense of hornbeam
and especially lime.
The coppice trees were cut off at ground level and regrew as several
straight poles from the stump into lower bushes until they were
harvested in patches every 7-15 years. This also altered the balance of
the woodland as certain trees were favoured as coppice at the expense of
others. It also encouraged the growth of flowers on the woodland floor as
more light entered the wood.
Much of the wood was developed in the 1870s as Victorian houses and
gardens and much of the native flora was destroyed. However, between
the houses and in the back of the gardens many trees from the old wood
were left, particularly the oaks. In addition to this a small triangle of
land at the northern end of the wood was never disturbed.
In the triangle we have discovered a line of pollarded trees marking
the boundary of the two pieces of woodland which used to be in different
ownership. A second boundary is marked by a ditch. In this area are
some of the best of the original woodland flowers - bluebell, wood
anemone, yellow pimpernel and cuckoo pint. There are remains of old
hazel and ash coppices which have grown up into multi-stemmed trees.
Much of the woodland floor is covered in thick ivy and bramble as the
wood changed character when the coppicing abruptly ceased in the last
century. We have already made a start on clearing some of the ivy and
bramble to see if any of the original flowers still have seed in the ground.
Elsewhere in the wood there is an area which was garden until the 1960s
but is now overgrown with young woodland. Here other spring woodland
flowers are found, including dog's mercury, wood sedge and ramsons.
These were probably present in the ground as seeds and spread as the
woodland conditions returned.

Our most surprising discovery of the year was a tiny clump of the
rare and native Solomon's seal under a tree on what was until recently a
hedgerow garden boundary. Recently we have also discovered a rare
native woodland iris, the stinking iris, on some soon-to-be developed land
near the wood, and rescued it. There are probably many such discoveries
still to be made, and as we re-establish the coppice cycles we hope to find
more.
The way that our native trees and shrubs disperse has also proved
interesting. The oaks do well as their acorns are spread far and wide by
jays in the autumn: the birds store them all over the place and forget
where they put most of them!
The alien sycamore has spread so well because it produces many
flying "helicopter" seeds. A native tree, the hornbeam, does the same and
although there are no seed producing trees in the wood, seedlings have
been found here. Many smaller trees and shrubs like rowan and holly are
dispersed by the birds which eat the berries. They digest the flesh and
the seed is voided in the droppings by the next day. There is a large
whitebeam which grows by Crystal Palace Parade in a thin strip of
woodland. Whitebeam are really native to the chalk hills south of
London, although they will happily grow on clay if the seeds are dropped
in a sunny area. The common street whitebeam is the subtly different
Swedish species. Bird-sown whitebeams are now starting to tum up in
the wood, apparently by courtesy of our blackbird population.

From Dr Frank Rackow August 4 1989
Dear Sir,
It seems odd that Martin Heath should worry about the possibility of a
six metre rise in sea level in "the not too distant future" when there are
enough nuclear warheads poised for use to eradicate all human and
animal life on earth by tomorrow!
Yours faithfully

DrFRackow
Lyndenhurst, 19 Village Way, Dulwich Village, London SE21 7AN
From Mrs SL Bird July 251989
Dear Mr Nicholson-Lord,
I am w_riting t~ express my concern about the increasing number of empty
shops in Dulwich Village. Already the atmosphere in the village has
changed and if more premises close it will be a village no more.
I am sure the remaining shop owners must be losing custom and I am
particularly concerned about the elderly who do not drive and need the
local shops particularly.
Yours sincerely,

Sarah Bird
155 Tumey Road, Dulwich, London SE21 7JU
From Mr Martin Heath August 30 1989
Dear Sir,
I.think it v~ry wrong that ou~ large loca~ council estates were left off the
list of housing estates to be circulated with publicity (Report: Appendix
6), given the geographical ambit claimed. I don't like the idea of any
section of the community being considered to be unworthy of attention.
Having mentioned this now on several occasions, my conscience on
the matter is clear.
Yours sincerely,

Martin Heath
47 'fulsemere Road, West Norwood, London SE27 9EH

From Mr AW Dodd August 61989
Dear Mr Nicholson-Lord,
In my capacity as an observer of things changed and unchanging in
Dulwich, can you please advise me of the last occasion that a
roadsweeper was spotted in our Dulwich environs, or even better when
searching back into the dim recesses of folk memory, the time when our
streets and pavements (i.e. those pavements not wholly occupied by
private cars) were swept on a regular basis?
Secondly, are we, I ask, under some form of occupation by the
military of an alien force, for I note an alarming increase in the number
of army style station wagons i.e Range Rovers, Izuzu, Mitsubishis
roaming the once peaceful roads? The amount of road space, not to say
pavement space, occupied by these vehicles, once thought of as a working
vehicle for farmers and game wardens, is enormous. But perhaps
collecting the stone-ground loaf from Dulwich Village is tantamount to a
safari in Kenya's national parks.
Yours truly,

Arthur W Dodd
81 Turney Road, West Dulwich, London SE21 7JB

Hybrid Turn-Up • A little cameo captured the attention on the last day
of the planning inquiry into the Estates Governors plans for housing in
Sydenham Hill Wood. A Southwark council witness told the inquiry he
had taken a second look at a tree previously supposed to be a whitebeam
and took a specimen leaf for examination by an ecological expert. The
expert pronounced that it was in fact an extremely unusual hybrid,
between a whitebeam and one of our rarer native trees, the wild service.
The Governors, meanwhile, having got wind of this, took their own
specimen, this time to the Royal Horticultural Society at Wisley in
Surrey. Did you not know, pronounced their barrister at the inquiry after
the Southwark man had given his evidence, that our own RHS expert
declares it to be, not a hybrid at all and not even a native tree but a
Chinese Whitebeam? In that case, replied our man from the council, it
must rank as one of the rarest specimen trees in the country and
deserving of the very highest level of protection.

Book News • A small Dulwich publishing house, Rosendale Press, was
started four years ago by two local journalists, Maureen and Timothy
Green. "We'd just written a guide to mineral water, still the only book on
the subject, and having decided to publish it ourselves, we invented the
Rosendale Press", says Maureen. "The book was such a success that we
decided to become a proper publisher and take on outside authors as
well." Rosendale Press aims to produce two or three good quality books a
year. Their Pasta Book, published over a year ago, has sold over 100,000
copies in Britain, America and Australia. According to Maureen : "If a
small publishing house like ours can get books out more quickly than
many of the big boys, there must be a place for us in this very
competitive world." Rosendale Press's latest book is Eating Out in Italy,
an illustrated guide to restaurants and trattorias in Italy.
Free School ·Anew Montessori Nursery School was due to open in
West Dul wich in September. The Montessori method of teaching is based
on freedom within a structured, creative environment. Young children
are educated at their own pace using specially designed equipment.
Elizabeth Irwin, who will run the school, is an experienced Montessori
teacher. "One of the most valuable things about the Montessori method
is that it gives children access to reading and sums at a very early age",
she says. When she set up a Montessori school in 'Tooting Bee, she had
no idea how popular it would prove to be. "It was originally for my own
children, but in the end I ran it for 18 years, long after they had ceased
to use it". Phone 673 7930.

House Help • Stones and small boulders for rockeries and borders. Free
to Dulwich Society members. Also glass jars and help with making jam.
Contact 737 4441 evenings. And ... do you need occasional help with
housework, light gardening or children? Recommended. £3.50 per hour.
Ring 737 4441 ('Thresa Aston Lathey).

DID YOU Kt~OW . . . .

that kingfishers
~.tart their nest
holes by flying at
a river bank,
and pecking it?

Thursday November 2

8.00pm

St Barnabas Hall
Local History
Sub-Committee Meeting
Speaker - Arthur Chandler,
newly appointed Consultant
Architect to Crystal Palace.
'Out of the Ashes" The Crystal
Palace at Sydenham 1854-1936

